Wilder Side (Rock Star Gay Erotic Romance) (Gay Rock Star Book 1)

Jason has always loved the rock band
Wilder Side, especially the dreamboat lead
singer Alex Wilder. When he wins
backstage passes to one of their shows, he
is excited to finally meet his idol. But this
rock star has a secret that Jason is about to
find out, a secret that will change his life
forever...[Warning: this 12k erotic romance
story includes explicit descriptions of gay
oral and anal sex. Not for the faint of
heart!]EXCERPT:Alex looked over toward
Jason, and his attention was drawn to the
girls whispering on the couch.Oh, youre
gonna tell secrets? Alex teased them. They
giggled. Maybe, one of them said, batting
her eyes at Alex. Jason was revolted at the
sight, but Alex just laughed.We can tell
secrets too, you know. He scooted over on
the couch next to Jason, and leaned over as
though to whisper something into his ear.
Jasons body pressed hard against Alexs.
And just like that, Jasons cock was
straining against his pants, pulsing with his
pounding heartbeat in an insistent rhythm.
A hot flush rose on his skin. Then Alex
cupped his hand against Jasons cheek and
moved closer, and Jason thought he might
die right then and there from the singers
sheer proximity, his body heat radiating
against Jasons side enough to burn him.
Jason certainly felt heated enough. His face
must have been beet red and his blood was
pumping in his veins. The curve of Alexs
hand rested on his cheek, burning hot, and
when the sex god bent his head down to his
ear Jason felt himself melt with desire from
the heat of Alexs breath. That his lips those lips from which such music is torn should be hanging sweetly so close to
Jasons own skin was a torture of the most
pleasurable kind. But the real shock, the
thing that sent Jasons brain into a kind of
game-show-winner-like paralysis, came
just after, when Jason heard Alex speak
two words in a soft whisper.They were two
ghost notes in his ear, but they seemed to
echo until they were as clear as if Alex had
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spoken them aloud.Want you.
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Book 1). Mar 13, 2013. by Aubrey RoseAs a biologist and environmentalist, its his job to go into wild lands and
Published on April 20, 2013 11:18 215 views Tags: gay-erotic-romance, My newest book and my first gay fantasy
story, To The Other Side, is available now at MLR Press! . And now Id like to welcome back to the stage, rock star, Ash
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